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Job Description

Join My Clients Dynamic Engineering Team and Shape the Future of Manufacturing!

A renowned and reputable manufacturing company are seeking a multi skilled engineer/

maintenance engineer to join their team. Having had well established partnerships with

some of the UK’s most established brands, they are a titan within their respective market and

with recent improvements, they are continuing their expansion into the market.

Despite their commercial success, they have remained a close tight knit group of people. They

make it their priority to ensure all members of staff are well looked after and it is this culture that

has played a pivotal role in their commercial success.

Why my Client? 

Innovation Hub: Step into an environment that fosters creativity and groundbreaking ideas. As

a key player in their engineering team, you'll have the opportunity to contribute to projects

that redefine the industry and push the boundaries of what's possible.

Collaborative Culture: They strongly believe in the power of collaboration. Join a team of like-

minded individuals who thrive on teamwork, support, and knowledge-sharing. Your ideas will

be heard, valued, and embraced.

Cutting-Edge Technology: Work with state-of-the-art technology and equipment, staying

ahead of industry trends. As an engineer with them, you'll be at the forefront of the latest

advancements, ensuring your skills are always sharp and in demand.

Professional Growth: They heavily invest in their employees' growth and development. Take

advantage of continuous learning opportunities, mentorship programs, and the chance to
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attend industry conferences. Your success is their success!

Basic Overview:

Title: Maintenance Engineer

Salary: £44K-£49K DoE

Shift: 

Week 1: Mon-Thu (7am-7pm)

Week 2: Mon-Wed(7pm-7am)

Location: Inverness/Invergordon

What You’ll be doing:

•Design and optimization of manufacturing processes to enhance efficiency and quality.

•Hands-on work with cutting-edge machinery and technology.

•Troubleshooting and problem-solving to ensure smooth production operations.

•Continuous collaboration with team members to solve and diagnose faults

An ideal candidate should have/preferably have:

•Experience of electrical and mechanical plants

•Knowledge of hydraulic and pneumatic systems

•Experience of planned maintenance systems, breakdown maintenance and installation of

motors, VFD’s and PLC’s (beneficial, not necessary)

•Apprenticeship or equivalent formal training programme in installation and maintenance that

includes practical experience.

•Experience with food process and packing equipment would be an advantage.

Ready to make your mark in the world of manufacturing engineering?

Join us on our exciting journey and be part of a team that's shaping the future: forward an

updated CV to or contact Alan Benny on .

Apply Now
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